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4-7 BITZ: Doris Day wants your dog! A-ha want you to join them 

in a snowdrift! Bon Jovi and Samuel Fox want to be a 
perv-couple! Curiosity Killed The Cat and Terence Trent 
D’Arby want you to undress them! And Bitz wants to give you 
Tina Turner s “shoes”, Falco's "jacket” and David Byrne s 

THE SMASH HITS “LOOKIN’ THE WAY YOU LIKE AND 
LIKIN’ THE WAY YOU LOOK” T-SHIRT OFFER: You want 
to be the most excruciatingly fashionable person ever? Here’s 
your chance!  

20 CROSSWORD: it in - very neatly, please. 

31 -34 POSTERS: You want to swoon over a giant “snapshot" of Mike 
Smith? You want to drool over a huge “pic” of Esther Rantzen? 
Well, tough “Cheddar" because this week's posters are Joey 
Tempest and Terence “Trent” D’Arby_ 

37 PERSONAL FILE: Mark E. Smith (The Fall)_ 
38-39 MARItLION: Fish wants to bite our heads off!_ 

45 RSVP: You want to write to lots of people? Here's your chance!! 
46-49 REVIEW: You want to read about Lionel Richie’s “tight set", 

Curiosity Killed The Cat's “life on ver road", new albums, 
new singles and surprises galore'! Well, step this way, why don’t 

55 LETTERS: Black Type wants to show off its poetic “bent". 
56 STAR TEASER: It s the poser that wants to be thought over! 

62 MUTTERINGS: If you want it to be true, it 

3 JOHNNY HATES JAZZ: Shattered Dreams_ 
15 CAREY JOHNSON: Real Fashion Reggae Style_ 
15 THE HOUSEMARTINS: Five Get Over Excited_ 
22 WHITNEY HOUSTON: 

I Wanna Dance With Someone (Who Loves Me)_ 
23 BEASTIE BOYS: No Sleep 'Til Brooklyn_ 
23 ALISON MOYET: Ordinary Girl_ 
25 ROBBIE NEVIL: Dominoes 
41 ZODIAC MINDWARP AND THE LOVE REACTION: 

Prime Mover_ 
41 ERASURE: Victim Of Love_ 
51 WET WET WET: Wishing I Was Lucky_ 
51 THE FALL: There's A Ghost In My House_ 
57 SLY AND ROBBIE: Boops (Here To Go) 

• Cover photo: Paul Rider O Vol. 9 No. 10 



71 JKiTtfcEJ DRE*Mf 
Caught up in a vl 

You said you'd die for me 

Woke up to reality 
And found the future not so bright 

That maybe ^things could work out right 

Reproduced by permission Copyright Co 



A DAY IN THE LIF 

Q. WHAT DO WU CALL A POP 
GROUP THAT PROTECTS FRUIT? 

A. RANANA-ARMOIIR 

Ha-ha-noi-vei 
Bradford of ( 

y-ha-al-all. Adrian "C " 
I'rosbv supplmp ///«/ era/; 

Hits Craj^^^Corner^^H^K/lk 
Street, London W1V 1PF. 

(it to Smash 

COMPETITION JAMBOREE!!! 0 
• Yes, it’s all true! We have a pair e 
Tina Turner’s very own high-heelsi 
Falco’s very own jacket and 10 pail 
of “Radio Head” Talking Heads " 
headphones to give away in three 
separate swingalong competitions. 

|2| 12:21pm: 

' »o Bitz as a competition prize!! 
PRIZES: One pair of shoes signed by Tina Turner. 
Twenty-five copies of the “I Tina” biography not signed 
by Tina Turner. 
One copy of the Tina Turner tour programme signed by| 

Question: Which of the following is not a shoe? Is it: a)| 
brogue, b) cspadrillc: c) winkle-picker or d)kaftan? 1 

IFALCO 
After a hard day’s work yodelling and: 

! pretending^) bc^ Wolfgang Amadeus^ 

madcap Austrian likes nothing better 
than a spot of. . . jacket removal. 
Yes. the European lunatic^slips off his 

I it to Bitz as a competition prize!! 8 J 
liraculous jacket as worn by Falco. J 
i of Falco’s “Emotional” single. \ 
>f the following is not a jacket? Is it: a)l 

A Falco's style 
his super single! DAVID BYRNE 

the leader of top pop combo Talking Heads, the 
mischievous American likes nothing better than . 

(rather amazing ones with a radio built in) and giving 
them to Bitz as a competition prize!! 
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THOUGHT CARL. 

INTAKE A CLOSER LOOK. 





icrazy places, 
crazy people! 

"Show us your favourite 'haunts'," we barked at Pepsi and Shirlie. 

So they did! But little did we know just how downright odd they would turn out to be. 

And Pepsi and Shirlie aren't exactly the most "sensible" pair of popstrels in the world 

either, as Tom Hibbert discovered . . . 









THE HOUSEMARTINS 

Right now let us have a nice time 
Right now let us have a nice time 

For even once in my life I want to have a happy time 
i need a nice child who can suit any style 

And can rock some of this real fashion reggae style 
Rock it with me shake it with me 

Rock it with me shake it with me now 
Rock it with me shake it with me 

Rock it with me shake it with me now 
Oh I’m gonna feel alright 

Just find yourself a lonesome lover 
And somehow arrange to feel alright 

Repeat chorus 

Repeat verse to fade 

Words and music by Carey Johnson 
Reproduced by permission Oval Music/ 

Oameron Music/On 10 Records 

REAL FASHION 
REGGAE STYLE 

James Dean posters on their wall 
(Five killed in a car crash) 

(Five killed in a car i 
Last seen having lot 
(Five dumped in a ri 

(Five dumped in a river) 

I am mad from Scandinavia 

He must be^razy and Sagittarius 
'Cause I am Leo and I'm hilarious 
Which gives me 

Fun fun fun for Jeremy 

Fun fun fun Jeremy 
Fun fun fun 

Last seen drinking Daddy's own beer 
(Five poisoned over dinner) 
Singing Abba's "Mamma Mia" 
(Five poisoned over dinner) 
Drop dead watching Thunaerbirds fly 
(Five get over excited) 
Poster on their wall says why 
(Five get over excited) 

I am Guy from Camden Town 
My hair is curly but I gel it down 
My clothes are black but my bread is I 
I’m really into early Motown 
Which gives me 

Feigning concern 
A Conservative pastime 
Makes you feel doubtful 
Right from the start 
The expression she pulls 
Is exactly like last time 
You’ve got to conclude 
She just hasn't a heart 



The Brilliant Smash Hits "Likin’ The Way You Look 
And akin’ The Way You Like” T-Shirt! 

Incwedible pictorial guide to 
the myriad wonders of Smash 
Hits on the front! 

Amazing “Likin’ The Way 
You Look And Lookin’ The Way 
You Like” “motto” on the back! 

Amazing highest quality 
white material of whatever 
they make t-shirts out of! 

Utterly giant one-size-fits-all 
extra large size. 

Preposterously cheap price 
of £4.50! 

• To get your brilliant t-shirt 
just follow these simple 
instructions: 
1. Cut out’n’keep the coupon below. 
2. Cut out’n’keep the coupon in the 
next issue of Smash Hits. 
3. Put both coupons in an envelope 
along with a cheque or postal order 
(made out to Smash Hits T-shirt 
Offer) for £4.50. 
4. Send the whole shebang to an 
address we’ll give you next issue. 
5. Wait 28 days. 
6. Hey presto! 

▲ Back 

12 - picture disc OUT NOW! 

produced by Chris Kimsey 

7'-collectors B side 

12"-alternative mix 

Ltd. edition C.D. single 
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TEN "PIN" BOWLING 

WET WET WET 

STUPID SPORTS OF THE WORLD PART 112 



They used to be "punk" 
"rockers" with horrible 
hair but now they're four 
"nice" "lads" who love 
their parents and take 
their washing home with 

them!?? "Come ten-pin bowling, 
why don't you?" parps Sylvia 
Patterson... 

_more dismal-shots, 
scoffing numerous portions of cheese¬ 
burger and chips, wearing skittles on 
their heads and tweetering into a 
whistleaway rendition of the Match Of 
The Day theme tune. . . 

“You know at school when you get 
the playtime?” asks Tommy, the 
politest, most mild-mannered r-J 

a laugh, for something to 

. mention of his smallness. 
"But he’s cure though!” parps 

Tommy defensively. “Aren't you,. 
11 Neil?” 

"Heh heh," titters Neil. "Well, most 
people don't know I'm this wee 'cos 
when we get our picture taken they 
make me stand on boxes. It’s good 
though - people feel obliged to look 

Graeme, Neil, Marti and Tommy are 
four blokes from Clydebank in Scotland 
called Wet Wet Wet. They're a bit 
chuffed with the universe today 
because their first ever single "Wishing 
I Was Lucky” is springling up the 
charts, lots of housewives have been 
flailing their handbags (or something) 
to their moodlesque soul thing as the 
support persons to Lionel Richie’s not- 
very-cheap-and-horrible-looking 
Wembley concerts and wherever they 
venture these days, voices are pipling 
"you’re quite good!". Yaroo! And what 
better my to celebrate than a nice 
game of bowling in a swank bowling 
alley in Lewisham, South London? 
Except, that is, that they're not really 

"Get oot ma road you!" booms 
Graeme who attempts to look like he's 
concentrating and fails miserably. 

“ Do you really want to huuuuurt 
meeeeee!” chimes Marti pretending to 
be Boy George (???) and attempting a 
bowling ' style” which involves 
bending his knees and striking arms- 
aloft, ballet-dancer-in-mid-flight-type 

"Eeeuurggh. . .” grimbles Neil as 
he feebly plips the ball straight into the 
grooves at the side of the ''lane". “But 
I am genin' better!” he retorts at the 
mention of his uselessness, “Marti’s 
definitely worse than me. Huh!" 

It’s true. Just as well, then, that 
these four 21 year o!' 

_ pleasant person who ever 
existed, “and all the smokers go to a 
secret place and have their fly 
cigarettes? Well, that was us when wi 

were about 13. And t.... 
mad punk rockers! {points to Graeme 
and Neil) Mohicans an' that!” 

“I got expelled for having green 
hair!” beams Graeme proudly. “I was 
at that phase where you hate 
everything in life and then punk rock 

good at it so it turned green and was a 
right state. I was sent to the 
headmaster's office and there he was 
writing at his desk until he looked up 
an' went (mimes spluttering in 
disbelief) 'Fhthfht. . . er, ahih, now, 

got expelled. And I had a great time! I 
spent all day sneaking into 'Over 18' 

"I was fairly quiet at school, wasn't 
I?" ponders Tommy, “even though 
we'd spend all day screechin' away to 
these punk rock songs. That’s the first 
time we noticed this guy Marti - he'd 
be in the corner singing all these 
Michael Jackson songs; we all thought 
he was a weirdo! But he had a really 
great voice - the best singer in the 

SC“Er, . 

B 
lub! And so by the time they 
were 15 they’d all left school, 
invented a few “kiddy-on 
bands with the pits o’ the 
earth doing heavy metal stuff 

an o er our songs!” (????), became a 
not-very-good punk rock- style" group 
(“I only had three strings on my bass 
when we started!” peeps Graeme. “I 
was one o’ these people who went up 
to their mates and went 'Guess what 
this is!' Pring! And it was completely 
shite. That was me!"), until they 
remembered Marti's quite good 
classroom croonings. They got him to 
join the gruup when they were 17 and 
- swirl - Ver We's were here. Thus 
they were “signed up” by a record 
company and now - PRESTO! - they 
are mobbed in the street and have their 

_ _something_ 
wanted for years so why knock it when 
you get it. Er. . . if we ever do! It's 
great y'know ‘Hey Graeme -1 just got 
recognised!' 'Did you? Hahahahah!' 
an' we have a laugh about it! (mimes 
having a great big huge chuffed grin on 
because he's just been recognised)." 

With that Marti takes an extra big 
chunk out of his cheeseburger. Aherm, 
that’s not a very healthy diet for 
someone who's supposed to be a “sex 
symbol" is it? 

this cheeseburger I 

__sparkly 
'Erm. . . I’m just livin’ malife! And, 

as it happens, I'm addicted to 
cheeseburgers and junk food in 
general. But I do work out maaaan! 
go running!" 

So you've got muscles then? 

‘Er. . . we all play snooker!” offers 
Graeme “helpfully”, "and pool. It 
“■mes from a mis-spent youth skiving 
... school to go an’ play in the snooker 
halls in Glasgow. Are they seedy an’ 
horrible? Yeah! They’re funky! So 
we're funky kids, right!” 

"Pool's brilliant'." announces 
Tommy, “fresh" from yet another 
winning fling down the “lane", “and 
-i’re all pretty good at it! And football. 
,.„nd you, y’know how football's 
meant to be the national sport an' that? 
.don't think it is any more - it's 

PSS8L.7. (?) I’m convinced of it! The 
new national sport is goin' out, gettin' 
J"ink and findin' yourself a woman. 

; never thought about it like that 

‘That's 'cos you’re the first one 
that’s gonna go off and get married'." 
bawls Graeme filled with mirth at the 
very thought. 

“Rubbish! Rubbbish!" cringes 
Tommy, utterly horrified by this 

"Aw come on. Tam! Come on'. 
You've got a girlfriend called Elaine and 
you love her very very much." 

“I'm not going to talk about it! 
(blush) She's. . . just a very nice girl 
in Scotland with her feet firmly on the 
ground which keeps ma feet on the 
ground." 

Neil: “Aaaaah, that's nice." 
Graeme: “That’s lovely. Aw. . ." 
Tommy: “I hate you. Bastards. . .” 
“I’m not in love,” concludes 

Graeme. “I like to play the field. Go 
and print that so all the girls who read 
it will see me and think 'Aw there's 

A “wet” just about to prove how useless he is 

“And I get loving from me ma an 
da’!" peeples Marti most proudly, 
“and that’s the reason we all still stay 
wi’ our parents. I mean, ma parents 
really look after me, y'know? And I 
know a good thing when I know it. Ma 
washin's always done! They're always 
there to greet me with a smile! I get 
the freedom o' the hoose an’ I love 
stayin' wi' them!” 

Haven’t they ever turfed you out? 
"Er. . . well, we’ve had our ups and 

downs y'know! Growin’ up, being an 
angry young teenager - I mean I had 
ma mohicans an' all that - hair shaved 
all o'er the place wi' a great big 
pole-cats quiff which was absolutely 

that really offended ma mother! 
“And now they've got a child with a 

song in the charts! And they're chuffed 
and I'm chuffed to see them chuffed 
and they're chuffed to see me chuffed 
and everybody’s chuffed!” 

Especially Tommy - 'cos he 
slaughtered them all at bowls har 

• Photos: Julian Barton 
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alison moyet ordinary girl 

the new single out now on 7"and 12" remix 
produced by jimmy iovine • CBS Moyet 3 • Moyet 13 

CBS 



I WANNA DANCE WITH SOMEBODY (WHO LOVES ME) 





(CELEBRATE) 
T H E 
DAY 



THEH0USEMART1NS 
THE 1ST SINGLE OF THE NEW SEASON. AVAILABLE ON 7 AND 4 TRACK 12 



Does the world 
really need another 

singing actor 
O Nick Berry, Don Johnson, David Cassidy, David 
^ Soul (??), “Telly” Savalas (???). . .they’ve all tried, 
and all been very embarrassing. But Rupert Everett — 
star of lots of “trendy” films and rather swoonsome 
bloke in general - reckons he’s a bit different. 

Vici MacDonald agrees. . . 
Photos: Johnny Rosza 

* 
Rupert Everett is chanting. He's 
crouching in front of a dinky 
Buddhist port-a-shrine, engulfed 

and he's chanting: “Nam-myoho- 
renge-kyo" (or something like 

tnat). He is also giggling quite a lot. On either 
side of his lanky form perch a photographer 
and a TV producer, and they are chanting too. 
They, however, are not giggling. The 
photographer has been a Buddhist for four 
years. The TV producer has been a Buddhist 
for four years. And Rupert Everett? He's been 
a Buddhist for precisely. ..10 minutes. 

This bizarre scene is taking place not in a 
Buddhist temple, but in the photographer's 
studio. The photographer in question, clad in a 
horrendously lurid pair of breeks, is preparing 
to take Rupert’s picture. The TV producer, 
who's from satellite pop station Music Box, is in 
charge of a camera-crew who are waiting to 
film Rupert having his photo taken. A make-up 
artist and photographer's assistant are dancing 
in attendance. A Smash Hits “reporter” is 
cowering in the corner. And through it all stalks 
the haughty figure of Rupert Everett himself, 
resplendent in a pair of dark glasses even 
though it's barely 10 o'clock in the morning and 
he's indoors. There is really just one question 
which needs to be asked: who on earth is the 
man at the centre of all this attention? 

(m f Rupert Everett is an actor. He's 
'v I_tm best known in Britain for his parts 

le films Another Country (in 
ch he playes a homosexual 

_ --Os public schoolboy-tumed- 
* traitor) and Dance With A 

Stranger, based on the true story of Ruth Ellis, 
who shot her callous lover and became the last 
woman in Britain to be hanged (Rupert plays 
the callous lover). When they were made, a 
couple of years ago, he was all set to become 
a very famous actor indeed - except he didn't, 
of which more later. 

Anyway, now he's back with about 15 films 
all at once, and a new ambition too: for, like 
Nick Berry, Don Johnson, David Cassidy, 
David Soul, Telly Savalas and about one 
zurzwillion others, Rupert Everett doesn't just 
want to be an actor - he wants to be a pop 
star. And, since he's not even remotely ugly, 

voice, unfolds the tale of success ar 
shattered confidence th; '' ' " 
become an actor-turned-pop singer. 

in Malta and Cyprus before hr 
i in various parts of Southern England. 

At the age of eight he had a “mystical 
experience”; he saw Cliff Richard in the 
-eminal pop film Summer Holiday and - bong! 

realised he wanted to be an actor. Nothing to 
do with Sir Clifford, mind you; it was just that, 
-~ze Rupert's family didn't possess a telly, it 

3 the first time he'd been really aware of 

sit of cigarettes and those velvet seats, 
wanting to sound too pompous about 

n, n was really magic. Am I a Cliff Richard fan? 
Erm, no... I haven't really listened to many of 
' s records. I prefer The Smiths.” 

Rupert's parents weren’t too keen on the 
ea of him being an actor: they wanted him to 

~s a concert pianist. “I was quite good at 
playing the piano, but I don't think I was good 
enough to be successful. It's a difficult thing to 
1" -nd it was very boring.” 

;t, it necessitated practising for five 
day when he’d rather have been doing 

(Citing things, so when he was 13 u~ 
gave up. This didn't go down too well with 
parents, who were even more upset wher 
years and 10 O Levels later, he left his 
expensive public school (Ampleforth, a Roman 1 
Catholic monastery in Yorkshire) and took a ’ 
----- of menial jobs in the theatre. 
.te same time he immersed himself in the 

cinema, especially steamy '50s melodramas 
like A Streetcar Named Desire, Giant, On The 
Waterfront and A Place In The Sun - “that was 

revolutionary film - it was the first one that 
. ad a really big close-up of a screen kiss!” 
Inspired by the stars of these films - moody 
“method” actors like James Dean, Marlon 
3rando and Montgomery Clift - Rupert applied 
:o London’s swanky Central School Of Speech 
And Drama. Out of 5,000 applicants that year 

ily 28 got a place there - and Rupert was one 
-. them, an experience which he says “starts 
you off in a complete frenzy of paranoia for the 
rest of your career.” 

Then - horrors! - two years into 
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GLADDEN ENTERTAINMENT«ot»™CANNON SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT™ ANDREW MCCARTHY • RIM CATTRAIL. .MICHAEL GOTTUEELMANNEQUIN 
«ESTELLE GETTY • CW. BAILEY mK RICHARD HALSEY“SSYLVESTER LEVAY ™K5JOEL SILL SS EDWARD RUGOFF»jOSEPH FARRELL 

EDWARD RUCOFF.MICHAEL GOTTLIEB "““SART LEVINSON “MICHAEL GOTTLIEB 
Released by COIUMBIA-CANNON-WARNCR Distribulois CANNON 1 

-STARTS FRIDAY MAY22- 
AT CINEMAS ACROSS LONDON 

AND SELECTED CINEMAS IN SOUTHERN ENGLAND 







3U WiNT A SMACK 
IN THE FACE?” 



FOR ONLY 

GETMOVING 
TO THIS 
TSOOND/NG 

TFERFR 

Have a listen to this 
great offer from Nestis and 
you could soon be listening 
to your favourite Top 40 

All you have to do is send _ 
just 89p and four special offer wrappers from bars i 
Dairy Crunch — the delicious chunky milk chocolate 
bar full of light crispy rice — and you'll receive 
the current Top 40 hit single of your choice. 

So don't miss out! Get on down to your nearest 

This voucher may be 
used as a token equivalent to one special 

“Dairy Crunch" record offer wrapper. It represents 
no cash value. Cutoutthis voucher and send it 
with 3 specially flashed wrappers from any size 
of Dairy Crunch to the address shown on 
the wrappers. 

M 
Nestle CHART 

SINGLE 

89p HC P&P 

WRAPPERS 
details 

Top 40 Starter 
Voucher 
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£THE HOLLYWOOD 1 lOTLIHEjr^si 

CAGNEY 
LACEY 

cm wMm 751 

TOM 
CRUISE W±i; 
HOLLYWOOD'S o 

ijwTioo 755I/BI 
CMADONNA RALPH 4 

|X8 !£*“*!!£ 
£ PrJP720 0898 100 745 

PJl^BRUCE <&>\ 
7 H ;'|WILLIS 1 HIS MONETS MOODS * 

iv^y^dl0898 100 766 
/ MICHAEL S FOX MAT PACK MOONLIGHTING § 
a UF0898l|00700TE B0M**00 76S1’l 1 
MttffiSSSSSS^ 0898 100 795 & 
t wiN! WIN! WIN! Q|J |Z L I N E S W,N! WIN! WIM! § 
£ POP^HE QUESTION 1 flio AMEM^ I jA ROCK SOLID 

^ THE MADONNAQUIZ T£fS?C 9“°’1 | 

STORY LINES 
V JOHN & SYLVIA two part 
J SAD STORY PART 1 0898 lOO 740 ^ PART 2 0898 lOO 741 
P TRUE LOVE 0898 100 775 
^ COMEDY LINE its hilarious 

PROBLEM LINE “ 
EXAMS UPS 10 GST YOU THUOUGH fww) < 

0898 100 788 = 
THRUSH WHAT IS in (niw) Ul 

0898 100 78A I 
CYSTITIS coewoncAusis (mi) n 

0898 100 787^ g 

£\ DICK SHENAIRY - ms cum oeiective J 0898 1 OO 736 
r\ CUT IN TO CROSS LINE ON 

rrrr'w.0898 TOO 735 

^VWWV 

AIDS - QUESTIONS A ANSWERS O 
0898 100 782 3 

PREGNANCY QUIZ < 

vwvwv: 

JUST SEVENTEEN PROUDLY PRESENT THEIR 

HAT & T-SHIRT OFFER 
The T-shirt's a snip at £4.99 and the Hat's even 
snippier at £2.99. Here's what a well known public 
figure has been reported as saying about our 
unbeatable offer " Well, like, the T-shirt's crucial 
man, and the hat beats my silly back to front 
fisherman's job any day." - Ben Volpeliere 
Pierrot ASP* 

ROB LOWE profile and exclusive 4-page picture 
special ZODIAC MINDWARP TOY AH • 

BEAUTY solves all your hair problems • 
SPANISH FASHION ADVICE • SPY • 

FICTION 

IT S THE BEST BUY OF THE WEEK 

IF YOU DON'T AGREE IT'S A THUMPING GOOD READ WE LL EAT OUR HAT 



RICK HELEN VINCENT STEVE 
MORANIS GREENE GARDENIA MARTIN 
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FROM FRIDAY MAY 22 
ABERDEEN Cannon GLASGOW Cannon NOTTINGHAM Cannon 
BIRMINGHAM Cannon HANLEY Cannon OXFORD Cannon 
BRISTOL Cannon Whiteladies LEICESTER Cannon QUAYS SALFORD Cannon 
CAMBRIDGE Cannon NEWCASTLE Cannon FROM Friday June 5 
EDINBURGH Cannon NORWICH Cannon 
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NEW 7"and12" SINGLE PLEASE 
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Where value is 
always in fashion. 



rHE “GOLLY I WONDER WHAT’S IN THI 
I EXT ISSUE OF SMASH HITS?” QUIZ 

'ROCKIN' THIS PARTY 
8 DAYS A WEEK' 

,BEA 
Sfl SLEEP TILL BROOKLYN < 

THE NEW SINGLE ON 7" + 4 TRACK 12" 
FROM THE ALBUM ’LICENSED TO ILL 

PRODUCED BY RICK RUBIN 
BEAST 1 



Pssssst, Black Type! 
Listen to what I have to say very 

carefully. I speak to you from an 
unknown destination where I am 
held prisoner. You know how 
Dame Una Nescafe has 
mysteriously been replaced by 
Sarah Greene? Well, she was 
kidnapped and is here with me. 
This nearly happened to you, Black 
Type. Remember how you were 
attacked by a picnic table? Well, 
that was all a plot to replace you 
with Katie Boyle. But (hurrah!) you 
proved too tough for them, so they 
sent you back telling you it was all 

But, worse than that they are now 
planning on replacing Sir Clifford 
Richard!!! This has already begun. 
Notice that David Cassidy has his 
part in Time. If all goes well he will 
be permanently replaced by Mike 
“Pop Quiz” Read!! 

And most dastardly of all is their 
plan to kidnap the wonderful SIR 
WILLIAM IDOL!!!! Oh yus! And 
replace him with Martin “The 
‘Singing’ Feather Duster” Degville!!! 

So. You have been warned. 
S.P. Y. (some pervy youth), 
Destination Unknown. 

Mmmm. You say that Dame Una 
is a prisoner too? Well, please tell 
her from moi that she is not 
forgotten and will hopefully be 
back to shake those beans before 
Christmas at the very latest (a 
mere 104 shopping days to go, 
you know). As for Sir Clifford and 
Sir William - PAH - who do these 
fiends think they are? To quote 
whoever it was that said it, 
“when Sir Clifford and Sir William 

kingdom - yo!?” And there we 

Dear Thingmajig (only jesting!), 
Why don't you become a POP 

STAR? Release the theme tune to 
Bullseye, give Jim Bowen £5 to keep 
him quiet and you’ve made, me ol’ 
cock sparrow. 

I want 40% of takings. You will 
have to think of a stage name. 
Doctor Spock, Liverpool. 

A Publisher Writes: Take a letter, 
Miss Pringle. “To Black Type, 
Smash Hits. ‘Dear Mr Type, I have 
thought for some time now that 
your talents would be better 
exercised if you were to become a 
very famous pop star. I would like 
you to start tomorrow and I will be 
pocketing 100% of all takings. You 

LETTERS 
will have to think of a stage name’. 1 
say, Miss Pringle, that Smash Hits 
T-Shirt you are wearing is most..." 

you are! Firstly, the UK is nc 
“overpopulated”. According to 
“Economic and Social Geography” 
by Knowles and Wareing, “The UK 
is probably close to the Optimum 
Population Level. (That is the size of 
population enabling maximum per 
capita output and highest possible 
living standards - the ideal 
population for the country.)” 

Secondly, this “baby boom of the 
’60s”. There was a considerable 
peak in the birth rate in 1964 (the 
highest since 1947), but it dropped 
dramatically over the following 
years. With the smallest 
mathematical knowledge it is 
possible to work out that the people 
bom at that time were actually too 
'' to participate in the YTS 

Those who were the right age were 
>m at the time when the birth rate 
as equal to that of the late 1940's 

and early ’50s, who reached school¬ 
leaving age in the mid ’60s - a 
period of very high unemployment. 
Therefore, as this is not the case 

a shortage of jobs can be the 
_ jause of the high level of 
unemployment. 

Thirdly, there are not “too many 
young people”. Any population 
increase in recent years is due to 
the drop in the death rate, because 
as I have said before, the birth rate 
is declining. In other words, there 
are “too many old people”. Quite a 
difference you’ll agree. 

Fourthly, the “explanation” solves 
everything, doesn’t it? There’s not 

enough jobs for too many people so 
maybe we should be killing all the 
unemployed instead of creating 
new jobs. So much easier. 

Fifthly, you’re alright. You’ve got 
a job out of your YTS (and living in 
the affluent South has nothing to do 
with it Tm sure). But how many 
people just end up with a useless 
piece of paper? A damn sight more 
than are in your situation, that’s for 
sure. You’re happy to “lump it”? I’m 
not, and I don’t see why I should be 
expected to, I’m afraid “duty to the 
country” is not a good enough 
reason, as I’m not a right wing div 
who cares about that sort of thing. 
It’s the country which has a duty to 

The Lone Shambler. 

Bonjour Monsieur Black Type, 

your already vast knowledge of the 

“Why Do We Say This?” section on 
the back of Walkers crisp packets? 

No. Thought not. Well you’re 
missing out on such great snippets 
of information such as why we say 
“Bless you” after a sneeze. 

If you want to find out why we 
say “Bless you” and “cash on the 
nail”, buy a packet of Walkers 
crisps NOW. 
Yours, Ben Volauwhatsimajig’s 
black cap (Managing Director 
Walkers Crisps). 

P.S. Why hasn’t your famous 
Chinese astrologer done a 
prediction for Aquarius? (yet!) 

A Famous So-Called-Chinese-So- 
Called-Astrolger Writes: 
Your Stars: 
Aquarius (U2 - Legs Eleven): 

Take extra care when outdoors 
feeding the cat as a giant 
elephant is likely to have moved 

in instead. Lucky colour: 
Thursday. 

Walkers Crisps (Aahchoo - 
Bless You): 

Beware of anyone called 
Jeremy as he is likely to make off 
with your packed lunch. If it’s 
your birthday this week: 
Congratulations. Take great 
(Sniiip!!) 

Dear Black Type, 
I just felt I must write in response 

to a letter you published from “Gay 
Byrne’s No. 1 Fan And Late Late 
Show Viewer, Northern Ireland” 
CLetters 22 April - 5 May). 

The article was masterly written 
and very funny. I couldn’t stop 
laughing, and your own 
parliamentary report was very well 
thought out. However, I thought 
your readers should know of the 
vast following Eurovision has in the 
UK, quite apart from the rest of 

I think it should be also be 
pointed out that Karen in Yorkshire 
won’t take too well to people 
mocking Gary Lux. She is the editor 
of “Lux-Line” - the Gary Lux 
Appreciation Fanzine for the UK. 
Heidi in Austria wouldn’t like it 
either. She runs the Gary Lux Fan 
Club. And whilst on the subject of 
clubs, there’s also Liz in Dublin who 
runs the Johnny Logan Fan Club. 

Finally, Plastic Bertrand sang for 
Luxembourg this year and joining 
Gary and Johnny in Bruxelles was 
Alexra for Cyprus. She was in the 
group (Island) who sang Cyprus’ 
debut entry in Dublin in 1981. Other 
“old-hats” were Wind for Germany 
(also 1985) and Lotta Pederson 
Engberg for Sweden (she was a 
backing singer for Kikki 
Danielssonn also in 1985!) and for 
Turkey, Seyyel Tanner who came 
2nd to Klips Ve Onlap in 1986. 

Yours in Eurovision, 
Alan Murrell, Europa UK [The 
Unofficial Fan Club Of The 
Eurovision Song Contest). 

And didn’t the old hat to end all 
old hats Johnny Logan do 
wonderfully well on the night?! 
Yes indeed! As for II Papa Gar(r)y 
Lux, Lady Luck yet again shone 
some distance away from his 
personage! And full marks too for 
Turkey who took their 
disappointing tally (“La Turque, 
zero points”) with such style and 
dignity! Twas indeed a night to 
remember! Yours In Eurovision, 
Aye!, Arrivederci Bruxelles!!!!!!!!!! 
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SLY AND ROBBIE 

BOOPS (HERE TO GO) 

They've played with Curiosity Killed The Cat, Cyndi Lauper, Grace Jones and now 
they've got their own hit single with "Boops (Here To Go)". "You must be very 
rich indeed," gripes William Shaw.. . 

W! 
Sly and Robbie?" 

1 ponders the cheery figure of 
Sly Dunbar, who’s just 

_ _ nipped out of a rehearsal 
studio with his colleague Robbie 
Shakespeare. “Well. . . Sly is the 
drummer, and Robbie is the bass 
player and like. . . well, we’ve been 
together for over 10 years now and 
we’ve played with artists like Bob 
Dylan, Grace Jones, Cyndi Lauper, 
Carly Simon, The Rolling Stones, Joan 
Armatrading, Ian Dury, Curiosity Killed 
The Cat, Herbie Hancock. . . we’ve 
played with all the singers that have 
come out of Jamaica, we worked with 
Gwen Guthrie, next we’re recording 
with Afrika Bambaataa and. . ." 

In other words, Sly and Robbie, 
apart from masterminding “Boops 
(Here To Go)" are probably the most 

drums) in the world today. 
So what was it like contributing to 

The “Curies” number one LP? 
“Curiosity are great," says Robbie. 

“Ben - he’s a very good singer, you 
know. He’s very relaxed in the studio. 

many tracks did we do with them, Sly? 
Yeah, four tracks.” 

So are you actually the greatest 
“rhythm section" in popular music? 

"Ha ha ha hal,” they chuckle. 
“Some people say that,” admits Sly. 

would really enjoy too." 

Golly. So, anyway, what exactly is 
this “boops" phenomenon of which 

)u sing? 
i a sugar daddy,” 

explains Robbie. “It’s a Jamaican word 
which means a person who is always 
busy thinking about taking out some 
young girl, a girl who doesn't really 
love him but who will go out with him 

financially. He can be a teenager or he 

(girlie voice) 'Oh boops honey, can you 
please give me a diamond ring?’ (Deep 
voice) 'Sure thing, honey, sure thing’. 

to use his money to take advantage of 
the girls and they're trying to use their 
looks to take advantage of him. It's a 
worldwide thing. You can find a boops 
every place you go.” 

How shocking. And have either of 
you by any chance found yourself 
being a bit of a boops? 

“No!" they protest. “Never! We're 
too poor to be a boops. It’s too 
expensive for us,” they laugh. 

Surely this must be a bit of a fib. 
After all these years working with very 
famous pop stars aren’t you 
billionaires by now? 
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“fashionable” item 
of clothing: 
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wear a cap because ^*-<aCr *> 
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• Favourite souvenir: Everywhere we go I try 
and put stickers on my bass case. My favourite 
sticker that I Idee to see^stuck everywhere is 

the hotel ones. 
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• Photos 
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• Favourite childhood item: Well, that’s my 
cat but unfortunately it died about three weeks 
ago! I phoned my mum up about these photos 
and she was asking what else I had to get and 
she said “well, you can’t say the cat because the 
cat’s dead”. They hadn’t got round to telling me. 
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AngliaCard works hard to make easy 
work of managing your money. 

With AngliaCard, you can draw up to 
£250 from over 320 MoneyPoint or Matrix 
cash dispensers now in action 

At the same time, AngliaCard takes 
good care of your regular payments - your 

ANGLIA 

bills, direct debits and standing orders. 
And, on request, all of this can be 

detailed in regular monthly statements 
along with the interest you’re still earning. 

So if you want the red out of your money 
matters, try Anglia. The building society 
that thinks you’re better off in the black. 

Try Anglia. The building society that cares about what you want. 
Head Office: Anglia Building Society, Moulton Park, Northampton, NN3 INL.Telephone: Northampton 495353 (STD 0604) 








